
SLEEP WELL

ACCESSORIES
THAT GIVE YOUR  
BEDROOM A LITTLE EXTRA

YOUR BEDROOM GUIDE
HOW TO REACH A SLEEP YOU 
JUST DREAM ABOUT

COMFORTABLE BEDS
& BEAUTIFUL FABRICS

SWEDISH DESIGN AT ITS MOST BEAUTIFUL



NOT ALL BEDS  
ARE CREATED ALIKE

You usually say that sleep and health belongs together. Have  
you ever slept in a really good bed then you know the difference. 
We at Viking Beds of Sweden therefore see that we have an im-
portant task: create beds that make you sleep deeper and your 
dreams more beautiful.

Every bed that leaves the factory is the result of a work process in the search of 

the perfect sleep. All our beds are designed and manufactured to give your body 

maximum of comfort and recovery.

Our beds are modern day furniture pieces that will grace your bedroom for many 

years to come. We place a high degree of importance in model designs, choice 

of fabrics, strong assortment of bed legs and selection of a wide variety of be-

autiful headboards to personalize your Swedish beds like none other. Each line is 

carefully balanced, all details carefully thought through - that makes the differen-

ces.

It may take time to try to find your dream bed. You are invited to visit one of our 

authorized dealer representative who will expertly guide you to finding the ulti-

mate combination of design and comfort that will best fit your personality and 

style of living. With the right choice you can sleep well and get the recovery you 

need. You are worth it.
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Each bed that leaves our factory is a genuine craft de-
signed to make you sleep well and wake up refreshed. 
But what’s required to create a bed? Enter the factory in 
Landsbro, Småland.
 
With the roots in the furniture kingdom of Sweden, 

the desire to create good beds has been found in 

the Viking Beds of Swedens DNA right from the 

start. The company’s three factories are located in 

the middle of the Småland forests. The entrepre-

neurial spirit and passion for making the best beds 

possible is a legacy.

  – We pride ourselves in combining Swedish 

bed-making tradition with modern design and inn-

ovative technology. It is, for example, about using 

new types of materials and finding ways to combi-

ne these with traditional crafts, says CEO Magnus 

Söderberg.

  The company employs about 75 people. Each bed 

that is manufactured and handmade together with 

the utmost care. When the bed frame is in place, it 

takes a good piece of furniture wrappers.

  – A bed from us will last for many years, and it 

is many times the care of the details that make it 

possible. Each seam is equally important, we take 

pride in making the best quality beds possible, ”says 

Magnus.

 Above the factory, on the 2nd floor, is the work of 

new bed models and accessories in progress. Design 

sketches for the upcoming fair hanging on the walls 

as well as mood boards with pictures, materials and 

fabric samples. This is a job based on what will be 

the coming collection. Viking Beds of Sweden has 

its own design team, just as it relates to product 

development and production.

  – To keep it local is important, thanks to that, we 

can get an idea in the morning and have a prototype 

ready in the afternoon. The flexibility of our produc-

tion system and the experience of our employees is 

what makes Viking Beds of Sweden possible - along 

with our constant pursuit of the highest quality, 

Magnus Söderberg concludes.

Magnus Söderberg, CEO of 
Viking Beds of Sweden

WELCOME TO THE  
DREAM FACTORY

BED MANUFACTURINGFROM A TO Z
To create a really good bed requires knowledge of ma-terials, anatomy, design and construction. At Viking Beds of Sweden we have gathered the top in these are-as. When the product development team gets an idea, they discuss it with engineers, buyers, designers and upholsterer about how to get the new product in the best possible way. The things we are looking at are fra-me, spring layer, pocket, covers, upholstery and finally fabrics and accessories.

For us at Viking Beds of Sweden, longevity, quality, comfort and choice are in focus, so these factors are weighted into everything we do. Once all the pieces of  the puzzles are made, materials, design and comfort are well proven, the production will start. Each bed is a result of the customer’s wishes, the best materials avai-lable, our experience and, not least, a solid craftsmans-hip that still lives and develops here on site in Småland, in the middle of the Swedish forests.
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EXCLUSIVE 
Our most exclusive conti-
nental bed for those who 
want the little extra.

PAGE 8–9

OUR BEDS
Continental bed, frame or perhaps a adjustable bed? No matter what, 

we can offer comfort and design that suits you.

WAKE UP TO A NEW GREAT DAY

Our biggest source of inspiration 
- the pursuit of a good night’s sleep.

HOW TO CHOOSE THE RIGHT BED

In what kind of bed do you want to start and finish your day?  
We will guide you to find your bed of dreams

FABRICS 
& COLOURS

Match your bedroom  
with your personality.

44

36

19

24

Exciting bed accessories that 
compliment your personal style.

BEDROOM GUIDE

THE DIFFERENCE  
IS IN THE DETAILS

25 YEAR
WARRANTY

ON FRAME AND 
SPRING BREAK AT 

ALL MODELS

LAFAYETTE
A bed for the creative sleepyhead with 

interchangeable fabric in a variety of colors.

PAGE 30–33

PHOENIX
Exclusiveness, technology and 

design in one and the same bed.

PAGE 26–27

LYNX
Floating sleeping comfort  
and modern design in one.

PAGE 27–28

ROYAL
Designed to give you  

a royal sleep.

PAGE 10–11

VALHALL
Good comfort, nice design, many  
choices and an attractive price.

PAGE 20–23

BIRKA
Our bestselling bed that gives 

you many choices.

PAGE 12–15

SIRIUS
Combines good comfort, many 

choices and nice design.

PAGE 16–18
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15
FABRIC 

COLOURS

EXCLUSIVE
CONTINENTAL

Our most exclusive bed, uncompromising in its design and with wonderful comfort. The matt-

resssystem measures 57 cm in height and is made up of pocket springs in four different lay-

ers - a solution that you only find with us. The top spring layer consists of individual X-pocket 

springs with unbeatable surface softness. The spring layer mattress has seven zones that fol-

low your body perfectly, as well as latex- padding for added comfort. The spring layer mattress 

is made in one piece - but you can have different firmness on the left and right sides. Exclusive 

is a bed for those who want the absolute best.

LATEX

X-POCKET

7-ZONE POCKET

LATEX

RECOFELT

3-ZONE POCKET WITH CORNER REINFORCEMENT

COROVIN

3-ZONE POCKET CORE

COROVIN

SLATS AND FRAME OF SPRUCE

* Also available in 210 cm length

Exclusive continental in 
Verona fabric, headboard 
Zoe and plinth Trend

OUR MOST 
EXCLUSIVE 

BED

4
SIZES

25
YEAR

WARRANTY

160x200* cm

180x200* cm

210x200* cm

on frame 
and spring 
breakage

7
POCKET-
ZONES

4
COM-

FORTS

SOFT

MEDIUM

FIRM

EXTRA FIRM

4
SPRING 
LAYERS

POCKET
POCKET
POCKET
POCKET
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14
FABRIC 

COLOURS

ROYAL
CONTINENTAL

A very comfortable bed with three individual pocket spring layers. The spring mattress has se-

ven zones, for best compliance and pressure relief. This combined with latex gives an extra nice 

and soft surface. The spring layer mattress is made in one piece - but you can have different 

firmness on the left and right sides. Our Royal model, was created for you who appreciate all 

the good things in life.

DESIGNED 
FOR A  

ROYAL KIND 
OF SLEEP

LATEX

7-ZONE REVERSIBLE POCKET

LATEX

RECOFELT

3-ZONE WITH CORNER REINGORCEMENT

COROVIN

3-ZONE POCKET

COROVIN

SLATS AND FRAME OF SPRUCE

Royal Continental in 
Como fabric, headboard 
Panel and bed legs Albin  

* Also available in 210 cm length

5
SIZES

25
YEAR

WARRANTY

120x200* cm 

140x200* cm

160x200* cm

180x200* cm 210x200* cm

on frame 
and spring 
breakage

7
POCKET
ZONES

4
COM-

FORTS

SOFT

MEDIUM

FIRM

EXTRA FIRM

3
SPRING 
LAYERS

POCKET
POCKET
POCKET
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14
FABRIC 

COLOURS

on frame 
and spring 
breakage

BIRKA
CONTINENTAL

Birka is a bed model that gives you great freedom in the choice of comfort and fabrics. It is 

also a model that offers high comfort and a lot of interior flair for the money. All bed types are 

built with a two-pocket spring layer for individual pressure relief, no matter how you sleep. The 

spring mattress has seven zones and latex for a nice and gentle feeling. This is the bed for you 

who place high demands on quality, comfort and design.

OUR  
BESTSELLER 
WITH LOTS 
OF CHOICES

LATEX

7-ZONE REVERSIBLE POCKET

LATEX

RECOFELT

3-ZONE POCKET WITH CORNER REINFORCEMENT

COROVIN

SLATS AND FRAME OF SPRUCE

Birka Continental in Verona 
fabric, headboard Exelle 
and bed legs Atlas

Bed legs Atlas 
black chrome

* Also available in 210 cm length

5
SIZES

25
YEAR

WARRANTY

120x200* cm 

140x200* cm

160x200* cm

180x200* cm 210x200* cm

7
POCKET
ZONES

4
COM-

FORTS

SOFT

MEDIUM

FIRM

EXTRA FIRM

2
SPRING 
LAYERS

POCKET
POCKET
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14
FABRIC 

COLOURS

14
FABRIC 

COLOURS

14
FABRIC 

COLOURS

on frame 
and spring 
breakage

on frame 
and spring 
breakage

on frame 
and spring 
breakage

3
MOTORS

ADJUSTABLE HEADREST

CONTINUOUS ADJUSTMENT

ABILITY TO CONTROL WITH 
APPLE/ANDROID

WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL

MEMORY FUNCTION

LAMP UNDER BED

SOFT START AND STOP

POWER SHUT-OFF

BATTERY-BACK UP AT  
POWER FAILURE

LATEX

7-ZONE WITH CORNER REINFORCEMENT

COROVIN

3-ZONE POCKET

COROVIN

SLATS AND FRAME OF SPRUCE

LATEX

7-ZONE REVERSIBLE POCKET

LATEX

COLD FOAM

3-ZONE POCKET CORE

PLYWOOD BASE

FRAME OF SPRUCE

LATEX

7-ZONE REVERSIBLE POCKET

LATEX

COLD FOAM

3-ZONE POCKET

PLYWOOD BASE

FRAME OF SPRUCE

2
MOTORS

CONTINUOUS ADJUSTMENT

ABILITY TO CONTROL WITH 
APPLE/ANDROID

WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL

LAMP UNDER BED

SOFT START AND STOP

POWER SHUT-OFF

BATTERY-BACK UP AT  
POWER FAILURE

BIRKA 
FLEX PLUS

BIRKA
MULTIFLEX

BIRKA
RAM PLUS

4
SIZES

25
YEAR

WARRANTY

80x200* cm

90x200* cm

105x200* cm

120x200* cm

* Also available in 210 cm length

6
SIZES

25
YEAR

WARRANTY

80x200* cm

90x200* cm

105x200* cm

120x200* cm

140x200* cm

160x200* cm

* Also available in 210 cm length

7
POCKET
ZONES

7
POCKET
ZONES

7
POCKET
ZONES

4
COM-

FORTS

4
COM-

FORTS

4
COM-

FORTS

SOFT

MEDIUM

FIRM

EXTRA FIRM

SOFT

MEDIUM

FIRM

EXTRA FIRM

SOFT

MEDIUM

FIRM

EXTRA FIRM

4
SIZES

25
YEAR

WARRANTY

80x200* cm

90x200* cm

105x200* cm

120x200* cm

2
SPRING 
LAYERS

2
SPRING 
LAYERS

2
SPRING 
LAYERS

POCKET
POCKET

POCKET
POCKET

POCKET
POCKET

* Also available in 210 cm length

5 YEAR  
WARRANTY ON 
MOTORS FOR 
ADJUSTABLE 

BEDS

Birka Flex Plus in Verona 
fabric and bed legs Albin
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14
FABRIC 

COLOURS

on frame 
and spring 
breakage

SIRIUS
CONTINENTAL

Our medium range, Sirius,  combines good comfort and good price. All beds are built with 

two-pocket spring layer for individual pressure relief. The spring mattress has five zones that 

follow the entire shape of the body, making Sirius a good choice for you with a slightly wider 

waist and hips.

FOAM

5-ZONE REVERSIBLE POCKET

FOAM

RECOFELT

3-ZONE POCKET WITH CORNER REINFORCEMENT

COROVIN

SLATS AND FRAME OF SPRUCE

GOOD 
COMFORT 

& MANY  
CHOICES

Sirius in Como fabric, 
headboard Elle and bed legs Albin 

* Also available in 210 cm length

5
SIZES

25
YEAR

WARRANTY

120x200* cm 

140x200* cm

160x200* cm

180x200* cm 210x200* cm

5
POCKET
ZONES

3
COM-

FORTS

MEDIUM

FIRM

EXTRA FIRM

2
SPRING 
LAYERS

POCKET
POCKET
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Monte Carlo #27 GREYMonte Carlo #5 BEIGE Monte Carlo #17 SILVER

Verona #11 ANTHRACITE Verona #6 RED

Como #7 LIGHT GREY

 Verona #5 BEIGE

Verona #1 BLACK

Como #17 DARK GREY

Verona #7 GREY

Como #5 BEIGE

Verona #4 LIGHT BROWN

Como #2 LIGHT BLUEComo #6 PINK

14
FABRIC 

COLOURS

14
FABRIC 

COLOURS

on frame 
and spring 
breakage

on frame 
and spring 
breakage

FOAM

5-ZONE POCKET

FOAM

 FOAM

3-ZONE POCKET CORE

PLYWOOD BASE

FRAME OF SPRUCE

SIRIUS
DUOFLEX

STANDARD FABRICS
Our standard fabrics are of the highest quality and are carefully chosen to work optimally in the bedroom.

SIRIUS
RAM PLUS

FABRICS AND COLOURS
What makes your favorite bed? The combination of best possible comfort along with really nice design is 

valued highly, but what color it has is also important. Whether you want an adjustable, continental or 

frame bed, you can get it in any standard fabrics below. At vikingbeds.se you can check out the choice of 

fabric and color. Find your favorite colour for the bed of your dreams.

TOULON FABRICS
Are you interested in our bed Lafayette? It comes with the Toulon fabric in 28 colors to choose between.

NATURE

SILVER

PETROL

BROWN

PEACH

TAUPE

LIGHT BROWN

BEIGE

OLIVE

DARK BROWN

ESPRESSO

ROSEWOOD

BLACK

YELLOW

PINK

PURPLE

MINT

MIDNIGHT BLUE

RED

GREEN

TURQUOISE

CHIANTI

BLACKBERRY

DARK BLUE

GREY

COGNAC

LIGHT PINK

LIGHT GREY

AZUR

* Also available in 210 cm length

* Also available in 210 cm length

2
MOTORS

CONTINUOUS ADJUSTMENT

ABILITY TO CONTROL WITH 
APPLE/ANDROID

WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL

LAMP UNDER BED

SOFT START AND STOPP

POWER SHUT-OFF

BATTERY-BACK UP AT  
POWER FAILUREELAVBROTT

5 YEAR  
WARRANTY ON 
MOTORS FOR 
ADJUSTABLE 

BEDS

FOAM

5-ZONE POCKET WITH CORNER REINFORCEMENT

COROVIN

3-ZON POCKET 

COROVIN

SLATS AND FRAME OF SPRUCE

5
POCKET
ZONES

3
COM-

FORTS

MEDIUM

FIRM

EXTRA FIRM

4
SIZES

25
YEAR

WARRANTY

80x200* cm

90x200* cm

105x200* cm

120x200* cm

2
SPRING 
LAYERS

POCKET
POCKET

6
SIZES

25
YEAR

WARRANTY

80x200* cm

90x200* cm

105x200* cm

120x200* cm 

140x200* cm

160x200* cm

5
POCKET
ZONES

3
COM-

FORTS

MEDIUM

FIRM

EXTRA FIRM

2
SPRING 
LAYERS

POCKET
POCKET

LEATHER
Do you prefer leather we can offer five beautiful colours in the finest quality.

LyonLyon LyonLyon Lyon

LIGHT BROWNBRONZE DARK GREENGOLD TAN
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Valhall Continental in  
Como fabric, headboard 
Panel and bed legs Albin

Dream away. Let your new bed 
become your very own sanctuary
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14
FABRIC 

COLOURS

14
FABRIC 

COLOURS

14
FABRIC 

COLOURS

on frame 
and spring 
breakage

on frame 
and spring 
breakage

on frame 
and spring 
breakage

2
MOTORS

FOAM

3-ZONE REVERSIBLE POCKET

FOAM

PLYWOOD BASE

FRAME OF SPRUCE

VALHALL
FLEX

FOAM

3-ZONE POCKET WITH CORNER REINFORCEMENT

COROVIN

3-ZON POCKET

COROVIN

SLATS AND FRAME OF SPRUCE

VALHALL
RAM PLUS

VALHALL
CONTINENTAL

Valhall continental is built with two-layer spring pocket for individual pressure relief. The spring 

mattress has three zones that follow the upper body as well as the waist and leg weight and 

shape. This makes Valhall a great option for those who have slightly wider or sensitive shoulders.

FOAM

3-ZONE REVERSIBLE POCKET

FOAM

RECOFELT

3-ZONE POCKET WITH CORNER REINFORCEMENT

COROVIN

SLATS AND FRAME OF SPRUCE

MANY  
CHOICE, 

GOOD COM-
FORT AND  

PRICE

CONTINUOUS ADJUSTMENT

ABILITY TO CONTROL WITH 
APPLE/ANDROID

WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL

LAMP UNDER BED

SOFT START AND STOPP

POWER SHUT-OFF

BATTERY-BACK UP AT  
POWER FAILURE

3
POCKET
ZONES

* Also available in 210 cm length* Also available in 210 cm length

* Also available in 210 cm length

5 YEAR  
WARRANTY ON 
MOTORS FOR 
ADJUSTABLE 

BEDS

5
SIZES

25
YEAR

WARRANTY

120x200* cm

140x200* cm

160x200* cm

180x200* cm 210x200* cm

3
POCKET
ZONES

2
COM-

FORTS
MEDIUM

FIRM

2
SPRING 
LAYERS

POCKET
POCKET

6
SIZES

25
YEAR

WARRANTY

80x200* cm

90x200* cm

105x200* cm

120x200* cm

140x200* cm

160x200* cm

3
POCKET
ZONES

2
COM-

FORTS
MEDIUM

FIRM

2
SPRING 
LAYERS

POCKET
POCKET

2
COM-

FORTS
MEDIUM

FIRM

4
SIZES

25
YEAR

WARRANTY

80x200* cm

90x200* cm

105x200* cm

120x200* cm

1
SPRING 
LAYERS POCKET
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WAKE UP TO 
ANOTHER 
GREAT DAY
Our vision is to give you a perfect sleep and a bedroom you never want to 
leave. To make our vision a reality, there is an ongoing development work 
at Viking Beds of Sweden. We always look into new creative design ideas, 
keep up to date with the latest findings about materials, we grind our 
crafts and constantly try new ideas. We do not leave anything at random. 
Your well-being is always our main source of inspiration.

MATERIAL
When we start looking at the materials in our 
products are there many aspects weighed in - 
environment, quality, trends and function. Among 
the news you will find two exciting pillows. We 
have in one of them, used the material Water-
gel®, which both breathe and gives a cool and 
fresh feeling. In addition, the pillow is organic and 
soundless.

For those who want to be more beautiful during 
the night are Skin + ® really exciting. The material 
is scientifically tested and through its capsules
Carotenoids reduce wrinkles, while at the same 
time It is anatomically correct and fills our high
demands for quality, design and comfort.

Read more about our soft added value on page 43.

New ideas often take 
shape using a 3D sketch. 
This is an early sketch on 
a new bed with built-in 
storage.

Functional, beautiful, 
modern and timeless

swatches.

Now you have the opportunity to create a room in the room with a furniture in addition to the usual - our new four-poster bed.

Soft added value, see 43.

Pillow Skin+®,
see page 43.

Stiletto bed legs, 
see page 42.

DESIGN 
& TECHNIC

WE LIKE SMART TECHNICAL  
SOLUTIONS. ONE EXAMPLE IS OUR 

BEDSIDE TABLE WITH BUILT-IN 
WIRELESS CHARGE, FOR 
EXAMPLE, TABLETS OR 

SMARTPHONES.
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14
FABRIC 

COLOURS

on frame 
and spring 
break

Phoenix  
Verona fabric

LED-lamps in 
the bed legs

Floating futuristic design,  
modern technology and swedish 
handicrafts in one

PHOENIX

LATEX

7-ZONE POCKET

LATEX

POLYESTERSHEET WITH SLIP RESISTANCE

3-ZONE POCKET CORE

FRAME OF SPRUCE

VIPP

EXCLUSIVE, 
COMFORT, 

DESIGN AND 
ADVANCED 

TECHNOLOGY

With Phoenix, you get a bed that fits your body perfectly. With less upholstery material between 

the pocket layers, this is our most comfortable bed so far. Phoenix gives you an individual 

pressure relief for your anatomy in all seven zones. Phoenix is equipped with a third and extra 

motor designed for neck adjustments. This allows you to enjoy maximum comfort whether you 

sleep on the back, side or stomach. To ensure the quality of the upholstery in our beds, we only 

use the best materials. In Phoenix, this consists of a high-quality pressure-reducing latex. With 

the modern floating design and integrated LED illumination in the legs of each bed, we have  

created a perfect combination of design, comfort in a bed that gives you much more than just 

a good night’s sleep.

* Also available in 210 cm length

3
MOTORS

ADJUSTABLE HEADREST

CONTINUOUS ADJUSTMENT

ABILITY TO CONTROL WITH 
APPLE/ANDROID

WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL

MEMORY FUNCTION

LED-LAMPS IN BED LEGS

SOFT START AND STOPP

POWER SHUT-OFF

BATTERY-BACK UP AT  
POWER FAILURE

5 YEAR  
WARRANTY ON 
MOTORS FOR 
ADJUSTABLE 

BEDS

4
SIZES

25
YEAR

WARRANTY

80x200* cm

90x200* cm

105x200* cm

120x200* cm

7
POCKET
ZONES

4
COM-

FORTS

SOFT

MEDIUM

FIRM

EXTRA FIRM

2
SPRING 
LAYERS

POCKET
POCKET
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14
FABRIC 

COLOURS

14
FABRIC 

COLOURS

on frame 
and spring 
break

on frame 
and spring 
break

A FLOATING 
COMFORT 

AND MODERN 
DESIGN

LYNX
CONTINENTAL

Floating flexible comfort in a lighter package. We have succeeded in achieving this by combi-

ning a higher 5-zone pocket with a new Polytex upholstery material. Polytex is a foam remini-

scent of our natural latex and creates a beautiful surface softness even though it is very light. 

With Lynx in your bedroom, you get the consistent and pressure-relieving comfort of 5-zone 

pocket for maximum comfort, no matter how you sleep. In the Duoflex model, you have the 

adjustable features that allow you to easily adjust the angle for your favourite sleep position, to 

enjoy a good book, just relax or maybe watch tv. Lynx is a bed in modern design with a host of 

amenities combined with very good comfort.

* Also available in 210 cm length

LYNX
DUOFLEX

* Also available in 210 cm length

2
MOTORS

CONTINUOUS ADJUSTMENT

ABILITY TO CONTROL WITH 
APPLE/ANDROID

WIRELESS REMOTE CON-
TROL

LED LAMPS IN BED LEGS

SOFT START AND STOPP

POWER SHUT-OFF

BATTERY-BACK UP AT  
POWER FAILURE

POLYTEX

5-ZONE REVERSIBLE POCKET

POLYTEX

RECOFELT

3-ZONE POCKET WITH CORNER REINFORCEMENT

COROVIN

SLATS AND FRAME OF SPRUCE

POLYTEX

5-ZONE REVERSIBLE POCKET

POLYTEX 

POLYESTER SHEET WITH SLIP RESISTANCE

3-ZONE POCKET

PLYWOOD BASE

5
POCKET
ZONES

2
COM-

FORTS
MEDIUM

FIRM

3
SIZES

25
YEAR

WARRANTY

160x200* cm

180x200* cm

210x200* cm

2
SPRING 
LAYERS

POCKET
POCKET

5
POCKET
ZONES

2
COM-

FORTS
MEDIUM

FIRM

3
SIZES

25
YEAR

WARRANTY

80x200* cm

90x200* cm

105x200* cm

2
SPRING 
LAYERS

POCKET
POCKET

Floating design and a modern 
sleeping comort in the same bed.



Lafayette in Toulon fabric,  
headboard Retro

Lafayette in Toulon fabric,  
headboard Retro and bed legs Stiletto

Lafayette is the many
beautiful color beds
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on frame 
and spring 
breakage

on frame 
and spring 
breakage

on frame 
and spring 
breakage

FOAM

5-ZONE POCKET WITH CORNER REINFORCEMENT

COROVIN

3-ZONE POCKET

COROVIN

SLATS AND FRAME OF SPRUCE

FOAM

3-ZONE POCKET WITH CORNER REINFORCEMENT

COROVIN

3-ZONE POCKET

COROVIN

SLATS AND FRAME OF SPRUCE

LAFAYETTE
5 ZONES

LAFAYETTE
3 ZONESLAFAYETTE 7 ZONES

LAFAYETTE

29
FABRIC 

COLOURS

29
FABRIC 

COLOURS

29
FABRIC 

COLOURS

Our exclusive bed Lafayette is a model with many choices. Three different variants of three, five 

or seven zones with two to four different comforts per zone division. In addition, you can choose 

between 29 different colours. With the unique ability to easily change fabric, you get a bed with 

large variations. Lafayette has the same high quality, finish and comfort as all our other beds. You 

can also choose different zone divisions and firmness in the bed. Perfect for those who have dif-

ferent requirements and wishes of comfort.

LATEX

7-ZONE POCKET WITH CORNER REINFORCEMENT 

COROVIN

3-ZON POCKET

COROVIN

SLATS AND FRAME OF SPRUCE

THE COLOR-
FUL BED OF 
VARIATION

* Also available in 210 cm length * Also available in 210 cm length

* Also available in 210 cm length

5
SIZES

25
YEAR

WARRANTY

80x200* cm

90x200* cm

105x200* cm

120x200* cm 140x200* cm

7
POCKET
ZONES

4
COM-

FORTS

SOFT

MEDIUM

FIRM

EXTRA FIRM

2
SPRING 
LAYERS

POCKET
POCKET

5
SIZES

25
YEAR

WARRANTY

80x200* cm

90x200* cm

105x200* cm

120x200* cm 140x200* cm

5
POCKET
ZONES

3
COM-

FORTS

MEDIUM

FIRM

EXTRA FIRM

2
SPRING 
LAYERS

POCKET
POCKET

5
SIZES

25
YEAR

WARRANTY

80x200* cm

90x200* cm

105x200* cm

120x200* cm 140x200* cm

3
POCKET
ZONES

2
COM-

FORTS
MEDIUM

FIRM

2
SPRING 
LAYERS

POCKET
POCKET
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INSPIRATION

The first thought should be . . . gorgeous.
 When you then go to bed

you do not want to leave it again

NATURE, DUSTY COLORS 

AND A FEELING OF WELL-

NESS HAVE BEEN THE 

FOUNDATION OF OUR 

NEW COLLECTION OF 

BEDS AND ACCESSORIES.

GET INSPIRED!
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MEDIUM

FIRM

EXTRA FIRM

REVERSIBLE MATTRESSES

The bed and the mattress are the reason for a good night’s sleep, and 

sometimes you do not need a whole new bed. Is your mattress worn 

out? Then you can easily improve the sleep comfort by replacing it with 

one of our nice reversible mattresses. With pocket springs up to seven 

zones, you get a whole new comfort without having to change your 

entire bed. The mattresses are available in all our bed widths from 80 to 

210 cm and in each series all colors.

LATEX

7-ZONE REVERSIBLE POCKET 

LATEX

7
POCKET 
ZONES

4 
COM-

FORTS
AVAILABLE IN  2 LENGTHS

-200 AND 210 CM

SOFT

MEDIUM

FIRM

EXTRA FIRM

BIRKA

FOAM

5-ZONE REVERSIBLE POCKET

FOAM

5
POCKET
ZONES

3 
COM-

FORTS
AVAILABLE IN  2 LENGTHS

-200 AND 210 CM

SIRIUS

FOAM

3-ZONE REVERSIBLE POCKET

FOAM

3
POCKET 
ZONES

2 
COM-

FORTS
AVAILABLE IN  2 LENGTHS

-200 AND 210 CM

VALHALL

14
FABRIC 

COLOURS

Details that make  
a huge difference for 
your bedroom

More information
vikingbeds.com

8
SIZES

80x200* cm

90x200* cm

105x200* cm

120x200* cm

140x200* cm

160x200* cm

180x200* cm

210x200* cm

8
SIZES

80x200* cm

90x200* cm

105x200* cm

120x200* cm

140x200* cm

160x200* cm

180x200* cm

210x200* cm

8
SIZES

80x200* cm

90x200* cm

105x200* cm

120x200* cm

140x200* cm

160x200* cm

180x200* cm

210x200* cm

MEDIUM

FIRM
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TOP MATTRESS
The top mattress is as underestimated as it is important. Maybe it’s the fault of the name. Many people 

think that a top mattress is just something you need to hold the bed sheet. But a top mattress does so 

much more - it adapts to how you lie, and it lets your body breathe. At Viking Beds of Sweden we have 

chosen to manufacture our own top mattresses. In this way we can control material selection, upholstery 

and comfort. That is, everything that makes a really good top mattress.

For example, if you choose our DL top mattress, you’ll get Quallofils® unique 4-channel fibers and a core 

of zoned natural latex. The high-tech fibers effectively ventilate the body heat and help to remove the 

moisture your body produces every night. In addition, the hypoallergenic mattress pad counteracts the 

growth of mites, bacteria and fungi. Last but not least, a good top mattress gives you that really beautiful 

soft feeling that you will long for.

FOAM 6 or 9 cm thick

A simple but very affordable mattress. The core of high-resilience polyether 
and a comfortable polyester fabric makes you comfortable. The removable 
quilted fabric can be washed which makes the mattress perfect for the todd-
ler family.

LATEX 6 or 9 cm thick

The core of this mattress mattress is made of zoned, ventilating natural latex 
that perfectly fits your body and a comfortable polyester fiber. The quilted 
fabric can easily be removed and washed.

SUPERSOFT 8 cm thick
Supersoft contains a tuffted core of high-resilient super-soft foam, providing 
a soft and comfortable sleeping position. The comfort layer is made of airy 
4-channel polyester fibers that effectively eliminates moisture and heat and 
can be upholstered in a matching fabric to the bed. Also available in version 
Flex, for adjustable beds.

SL 6 cm thick

SL has a core of zoned, perforated natural latex that perfectly fits your body. 
The comfort layer is made of airy 4-channel polyester fibers that effectively 
remove moisture and heat. Also available in version Flex, for adjustable beds.

VITA TALALAY®  
8 cm thick

Vita Talalay® is a truly unique form of latex with features like better support, 
superior surface softness and unrivaled breathability. The unique properties 
depend on the composition of the material, which gives an unbeatable elastic 
cell structure. Vita Talalay® therefore provides optimized pressure relief 
which reduces bone, joints and muscles pain. The permeability of the cellular 
structure creates a better sleep. The material feels cool during hot parts of 
the year and heats during the cold period. Can be upholstered in a matching 
fabric to the bed.

CIRRUS  
8 cm thick

Cirrus is a top mattress where your body is aired efficiently using zoned natu-
ral latex that conforms to your body and provides optimal pressure distribu-
tion. To give the top mattress a fresh feeling, we have chosen to use Cirrus® 
which is micro-climate controlled filling. The fibers breathes freely and gua-
rantees a better sleep. The Cirrus® fiber is recyclable and the manufacturing 
of the material is certified, providing security for you as a customer, now and 
in the future. Cirrus® can be upholstered in a matching fabric to the bed. Also 
available in version Flex, for adjustable beds.

DL  
8 cm thick

With DL you get a top mattress where your body is vented through zoned, 
perforated natural latex that conforms to your body and provides optimal 
pressure distribution. And thanks to the comfort layer of Quallofil® Allerban®, 
not only is excess body heat removed but also mites, fungi and bacteria. DL 
can be upholstered in a matching fabric to the bed. Also available in version 
Flex, for adjustable beds.

BLU  
9 cm thick
Cotton, latex and wool - with BLU your sleep is customized with cool stuffed 
cotton in the summer and warming wool in the winter monthsl. The core of 
vented natural latex gives BLU a long service life while protecting you from 
moisture and excess heat. BLU can be upholstered in a matching fabric to the 
bed. Also available in version Flex, for adjustable beds.

TAGEL  
8 cm thick
Tagel lets you sleep well on natural material - cotton, wool and real horse hair. 
Just like with BLU, this mattress is reversible with a summer side with cotton 
and winter side with wool. Can be upholstered in a matching fabric to the 
bed. Also available in version Flex, for adjustable beds.

Washable cover

Channels away
moisture and 

heat

Reversible mattress with  

a summer and winter side

Tailored bed mattresses for adjustable beds

FLEX
Our Flex top mattresses is customized to fit our adjustable beds. The top 
mattresses Supersoft, SL, Talalay, Cirrus, DL, BLU and Tagel are also availa-
ble as Flex. The slit allows you to change the position of your adjustable bed 
without affecting the bed next to it. Flex can be upholstered in a matching 
fabric to the bed.

Good for allergy 

sufferers

Perfect for 

flexible beds

Adapts to your 
body
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WALLRETROCROWN NAILTYGBLOCK/PLAIN

BRICKPANELELITEZOEEXELLEELLE

HEADBOARDS 
We are proud of our headboards. Here is a great variety to choose from and the headboards fit

to all our beds. Elegant, modern or classic, all in beautiful fabrics or leather - the choice is yours.

BED BENCHES, OTTOMANS AND BEDSIDE TABLES
Our ottomans are a smooth storage in the bedroom with gas hydraulic lid. As an 

option, our entire range of legs is available. Our bedside benches and ottomans are 

available in different sizes - choose between capitone or plain lid. The bedside table 

Art is available with any fabric and the bedside table Load charges your smartphone 

or tablet wireless while you sleep well.

PLAIN

Floating feeling with the hanging  
headboard Wall in leather with  

beautiful details

ELLE LOAD ARTZOE

Sizes, colours and 
fabrics at 

vikingbeds.com
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BED LEGS
Small details can make a big difference. Lift your bedroom with new 

bed legs - a carrying detail that adds the little extra. 

TOR 23 cm

Available in white,  
oak and black.

TOR 10 cm

Available in white,  
oak and black.

ULF 10 cm

Available in oak

JAKOB 23 cm

Available in oak and 
birch

ALVE 10 cm

Available in chrome

TREND 6 cm

Plinth in brushed aluminium

WHEELS 9,5 cm

With roll bar

BED LEG FITTINGS
Attachment for bed 
legs and wheels

CLIPS
Keep the beds togheter

TOR 18 cm

Available in white,  
oak and black.

TOR 15 cm

Available in white,  
oak and black.

ATLAS 18 cm

Available in chrome, black 
chrome and copper

ALBIN 18/15/10 cm

Available in brushed  
aluminium

ROMANS
14 cm without wheels
18 cm with wheels and cup

STILETTO 15 cm

Available in brass

SOFT ADDED VALUES
To get a complete bedroom life, we’ve created a range of 

products that make it extra cozy, even more beautiful and 

more comfortable. All accessories are of the same high quali-

ty as the rest of our range.

More information
vikingbeds.com

MATTRESS PROTECTORS
Nice, customizable and washable. 
Easy to change, keeps your top 
mattress fresh and increases the life 
time of it considerably.

DOWN SOCKS
Pure luxury for frozen 
feets

ROBES
Our beautiful bathrobe off
finest quality gives a really  
luxurious and gorgeous feel.

BED SHEETS
Tailored sheet with perfect fit. Made of 100% 
Egyptian cotton for best quality and comfort.

WATERGEL
The material gives you a cooler feeling, it’s  
breatheable and brings you a more comfy sleep.

DOWN PILLOWS & DUVETS
Made of finest down for an 
irresistible feeling. Available
in many sizes and thicknesses.

SKIN+®
An anatomically correct pillow that prevents 
wrinkles through insulated capsules with  
Caratenoids. The method has been scientifically 
tested and takes the concept of beauty sleep to 
a whole new level.

TOWELS
Bath towels and towels in 
softest terry made of 100% 
cotton. Available in several 
colors and sizes.

ATLAS 12 cm

Available in chrome, black 
chrome and copper

OUR DOWN  
PRODUCTS  

CONTAINS ONLY 
THE HIGHEST 
QUALITY OF 

DOWN

PILLOWS
Stylish  pillows

in the same fabric as the bed.
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BEDROOM GUIDE
– FIND THE RIGHT BED
As you read through this catalouge, it becomes easier to understand the differences 
between our beds and it will be easier for you to find a bed that fits your body, even 
your budget. Then you should test our beds, feel and squeeze the top mattresses 
and think about how you sleep and what comfort you want. Our dealers will help 
you with the guidance you will need to find the bed of your dreams. Visit us at www.
vikingbeds.com to find a shop near you.

Choosing a bed is not particularly complicated. There are five things to consider;

BED TYPE ZONES

FIRMNESS DESIGN BUDGET

CONTINENTAL BED

A continental bed consists of a boxspring base, a rever-
sible mattress and a top mattress. Just the reversible spring 
mattress makes many people prefer the continental bed. 
Others choose the continental bed because, in many cases, 
it has more layers, which can be perceived as more comfor-
table and give a luxurious feeling.

ADJUSTABLE BED

This is the bed type for those who want to be able to choose 
different bed and sitting angles for example to relax, read, 
watch tv or work with the computer. But the adjustable 
bed is also good for those who want or need to have their 
legs higher sometimes. With three different models(Flex, 
DuoFlex and MultiFlex), you choose which function level 
you want: Flex and DuoFlex consist of a two-motor system, 
with which you can adjust the level of the legs and back. 
With MultiFlex and its three-motor system, you can also 
adjust the neck rest position.

FRAME BED

In our frame beds you will find a strong wooden frame 

which contains at least two pocket spring layers that 

conform to your body with different firmnesses. The top 

mattress give the frame bed a surface softness equal to all 

our bed models. The frame beds height makes it possible 

to place your bed in a room with for example slooping 

roofs.

WHAT KIND OF BED SUITS YOU?
Frame or continental bed? Should it be adjustable? To some extent the choice depends on what 

you prefer and what kind of taste you have. Many like the striking design of the bed, others prefer 

the robust construction of a continental bed with reversible mattress. It’s good to ask yourself how 

you will use your bed. Perhaps you often watch TV or use the computer in bed? Yes, then maybe an 

adjustable bed will be the best for you.
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7-ZONES

Our finest beds have  pocket springs with 7-zones 
which are adapted to every individual part of your 
body. They ensure lower pressure on head/shoulders 
and hips, while providing more support at the waist 
and lower back, to keep your spine straight when you 
lie on your side.

5-ZONES

In these beds, the torso and waist zones are com-
bined into one, as are the thigh and knee zones. 
This zone division is perfect when you have a broa-
der waist and hip.

3-ZONES

Compared with the 5-zone bed, we’ve combined 
two more zones, so the bed adapts to torso, hips 
and legs – which is usually ideal for people with 
broad or sore shoulders.

POCKET SPRING LAYER

Our pocket springs are the type of system that best 
adapts to your body. Each spring is held in place by 
separate fabric bags, which means they are loaded 
individually without affecting each other. It gives the 
pocket spring layer a superior comfort and compli-
ance.

Beds from Viking Beds of Sweden only contain steel 
springs of the highest quality.

Our beds can be provided with soft, medium, firm and extra firm springs. Which one to choose depends to 
some extent on your weight and sleeping position. Generally speaking, the heavier you are, the firmer the 
bed shpould be. If you often sleep on your stomach, you should choose a firmer bed. But it is primarily the 
perceived comfort in the bed that determines what firmness to choose. That’s why it’s so important that 
you take the time to test different comforts properly before you decide. Our continental beds have through 
spring mattress, for both sides, but of course you can choose different firmness on each side.

COUNT ZONES INSTEAD OF COUNTING SHEEP
The bed with the most zones, do not necessarily need to be the best for your body. But a bed which 

adapts better to the body, almost always means a more comfortable sleep. Therefore, most of our 

beds have the upper spring layer divided into different zones. The pocket springs in these zones are 

adapted to the body’s anatomy and provide more or less support along the length of the mattress. In 

this way, the mattress helps you to sleep in an ergonomically correct body position. In order to find 

out what suits you best, you should test and know carefully before deciding.

WHICH FIRMNESS WILL SUIT YOU?

When you have chosen a bed, it’s time to put your personal touch to it. You spend a third of your life 
in bed, so make sure you’re comfortable with it. Colors, headboards, bed legs, pillows and ottomans 
(bed benches) can be varied in an infinite number of combinations, thus providing the perfect style 
for you and your bedroom. Read more about our accessories between pages 36-43.

WHAT STYLE DO YOU HAVE?

VIKING BEDS OF SWEDEN FAQ

HOW MUCH WOULD YOU LIKE TO INVEST IN YOUR BED?

A CLEAR CONSCIENCE IS THE (SECOND) BEST PILLOW

We who devote our lives to constantly improving our products obviously want you to choosethe 
best possible bed for you. But we also want it to have a price that will make you sleep even bet-
ter. Therefore, do not be surprised that our high level of comfort and quality costs less than you 
think. Among other things, Viking Beds of Sweden was appointed the best brand of beds for three  
consecutive years.

At Viking Beds of Sweden, we are at the forefront when it comes to making good quality beds, great 
comfort, thoughtful and beautiful design. This gives your body the best opportunity for good sleep 
and maximum recovery, but to get the optimum rest it is equally important that you can relax your 
thoughts. Therefore, we have put at least as much heart and soul into finding material that is not only 
kind to you but also to animals and nature. As far as possible, we have used environmentally certified 
materials. We are glad that our beds can be recycled when it will be time and we are also trying to 
think about logistics and transportation of our products. For us at Viking Beds of Sweden, our origins 
are important and to create a legacy for future generations are one of our most important issues in 
everything we do.

You do not have to be a full-fledged specialist to find your dream bed
- but knowing the basic terms makes it easier.

COROVIN 
A protective material layer that prevents dust from penetrating 
the bed.

FIRMNESS 
Some of our beds are available with soft, medium, firm or extra 
firm comfort. The basic rule is the more weight, the more firm it is.

LATEX 
Used as upholstery in top mattresses and some beds. Latex is 
depressurizing and removes moisture.

POCKET SPRING 
An exclusive suspension system in which each spring has been 
sewn in separate textile bags that are then assembled into a 
mattress.

FOAM 
A polyurethane foam used in mattresses.

POLYTEX 
Polytex is a foam, a upholstery material. Its characteristics re-
semble natural latex but at the same time have a lower weight.

POCKETS 
The pocket spring is used to give the bed different comfort and 
firmness. Depending on the number of layers in the mattress, it 
can be single, double or triple. Our beds have up to four layers.

RECOFELT 
A upholstery material made of recycled polyester.

VIPP 
We build our adjustable beds on a tilt structure based on 
plywood.

REVERSIBLE POCKET 
A reversible mattress with a pocket spring.

X-POCKET 
A premium pocket that delivers superior surface softness and 
reinforces the spring depth and pressure relief.

ZONES 
The mattress can be divided into 1-7 different zones following 
the anatomy of the body.

SOFTER SELECTED 

FIRMNESS*

MORE FIRM

* Sected firmness can be soft, medium or firm. Read more about it in the part of ”Which firmness suits you?”.

SELECTED 

FIRMNESS*

MORE FIRM SELECTED 

FIRMNESS*

SOFTER

More information

vikingbeds.com



Viking Beds of Sweden

Panelvägen 10, 57473 SE-Landsbro

www.vikingbeds.com
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Swedish design at
it’s most beautiful


